PICTURES SPEAK VOLUMES
Check out some before-after photos

TRAINING WORKSHOPS

For your patients who present with hollowed
or sunken temples, Implantech's Temporal
Shell implants can make all the difference.
Our implants are designed to provide
volume and shape for concave temples to
enable a more aesthetic appearance.

Sign up for updated class schedules

FANCY MEETING YOU
Meetings where we hope to see you!

Made of very soft, supple silicone, Temporal
Shells are tapered at the top and thicker at
the bottom, helping them blend seamlessly
into the temple region.
Standard and Extended Versions
Our Standard version conforms to the
typical temporal skeletal borders. And for
those who need it, the Extended version
provides volume along the entire side of the
forehead.

When fat accumulates as bags beneath the
lower eyelids, shadowing can appear as
dark circles beneath the eyes.
Even cutting away the bags can still leave
the patient with lower eyelids that look
hollowed out.
So for your patients who present with bags
and dark circles, our Flowers Tear Trough ®
implant can be a real game-changer.

Check out this Surgical Guide written by
the surgeon who designed the implant. And

It fills the suborbital groove beneath the
bags, creating a smooth transition from the
lower eyelid area to the cheek. This helps
transform an older, tired look into a more
vibrant, youthful appearance.
Check out the below results that were
provided courtesy of Louis William
Apostolakis, MD.

if you register on our website, you’ll also
have access to the surgical technique video.
Whether you choose the Standard or
Extended style, the Temporal Shell offers
the look and feel of natural muscle or fat
tissue.
Contact us for more information about our
innovative Temporal Shell implants.

We also offer the Extended Flowers Tear
Trough® that continues augmentation into
the cheek area.

Contact Implantech for more information
about this or any of our other industryleading facial implants.
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